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A REMARK ON IRREDUCIBLE SPACES

J. C SMITH

Abstract. A topological space X is called irreducible if every open cover

of X has an open refinement which covers X minimally. In this paper we

show that weak 0-refinable spaces are irreducible. A modification of the

proof of this result then yields that «[-compact, weak 50-refinable spaces are

Lindelöf. It then follows that perfect, ^-compact weak 5#-refinable spaces

are irreducible. A number of known results follow as corollaries.

1. Introduction. An open cover § of a topological space X is called minimal

provided no proper subcollection of § covers X. Recently there has been

renewed interest in determining which types of open covers have minimal

open refinements. A topological space X is called irreducible if every open

cover of X has a minimal open refinement.

In 1950, R. Arens and J. Dugundji [2] showed that metacompact spaces

were irreducible and from this showed that a space is compact if and only if

it is countably compact and metacompact. In 1965, J. Worrell and H. Wicke

[12] stated without proof that f?-refinable spaces are irreducible, and in 1972,

U. Christian [9], [10] investigated spaces of minimal cover refinable type and

provided a simple proof that subparacompact spaces are irreducible. In [6], [7]

J. Boone gave a proof for the above result of Worrell and Wicke and then

extended this technique using an involved argument to show that weak 6-

refinable spaces, introduced by the author in [11], are irreducible.

In §2 of this paper we investigate the conditions under which certain Fa-

subsets of a topological space have minimal open covers. As an application of

this we provide a relatively simple constructive proof of Boone's second result.

In §3 we give conditions which ensure that weak 50-refinable and weak 88-

refinable spaces are Lindelöf and irreducible. In particular, we show that in-

compact, weak 00-refinable spaces are Lindelöf. Various open questions are

listed in §4.

The following notation and definitions are included for the benefit of the

reader.

Definition 1.1. A space X is called a weak 8-refinable space provided

every open cover S of A" has a refinement U," i§,- satisfying:

(i) each §¡ = [G(a,i): a G A¡) is an open collection of subsets of X;

(ii) for each x G X, there exists an n(x) such that 0 < ord (x,S„tx)) < oo;
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(iii) (G? = UaSA.Gia,i)}°tx is point finite.

An open cover U,9! i S, satisfying (i)-(iii) above is called a weak 6-cover.

H. R. Bennett and D. J. Lutzer introduced the following [4].

Definition 1.2. A space X is called weak 9-refinable if every open cover ß of

X has a refinement U,°iiS, satisfying properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 1.1

above. Such covers are called weak 9-covers.

It is known that 0-refinable => weak 0-refinable => weak #-refinable [11] and

that neither implication is reversible.

Throughout this paper we will use the notation that if §¡ = {Ga: a G A¡) is

a collection of sets, then G* = UaeA.Ga and g* = {G,*},°li-

All spaces are assumed to be Tx.

The following, Theorem 1.1 of [7], is referred to in several proofs and hence

is included for the benefit of the reader.

Theorem 1.3. A space X is irreducible if and only if for each open cover

[Va: a G A) of X there exists a discrete collection of nonempty closed sets

[Tß : ß G B) with B G A such that (i) Tß G Vß for each ß G B and (ii)

[Vß: ß G B] covers X.

Corollary 1.4. If T = [Va : a G A] is a minimal cover of X, then there exists

a discrete collection fy = {Da : a G A) of nonempty closed subsets of X such that

(i) Da G Va for each a G A and

(ii) -D« n  Vß = 0for a # ß.

2. The irreducibility of weak #-refinable spaces. In [6] J. Boone showed that

every 0-refinable space was irreducible and later in [7] showed that weak 6-

refinable spaces also had this property.

By first observing several properties of minimal covers we present an

alternate proof of Boone's result. The technique used in this development will

later be modified to obtain analogous results.

Theorem 2.1. Let F— (J/LXF¿ be an Fa-subset of a space X and let

T = (J," \% be a sequence of collections of open subsets of X such that each %

is a minimal cover of H¿ = F¡ - U/<( V* where V* = U [V: V G ^j.

Then "{has an open (/« X) refinement which covers F minimally.

Proof. Let "í¡ = [Via,i): a G A¡} for each i. Since °V¡ is a minimal cover

of H¡, by Corollary 1.4 there exists a discrete collection ^D,- = {Dia, i): a G A¡]

of nonempty closed subsets of H¡ such that

(i) D(a,/') G Via,i) for each a G A¡, and

(ii) Dia,i) n Viß,i) = 0 for a # ß.

Define for each i, % = (Wia,i) = K(a,/) - U^,/): a G A¡) and let

%= UfLi%.
We assert that <¥ is the desired minimal open cover of F. It is easy to check

that % is an open refinement which covers F. Since L>(a,/') Ç Wia,i)

G Via,i) for each a G A¡, Dia,i) n Wiß,i) = 0 for ß =¿ a. Also for i

<j, Dia,i) G H¡ G Fj so that £>(a,i) D WißJ) = 0 for all ß G Aj. Like-
wise for j < /, WißJ) G Vj* and hence D(a,/) n WißJ) = 0 for all

ß ZAj.
Therefore % is a minimal open cover of F by Theorem 1.3.
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Theorem 2.2. Let fy = VJfL^j be a sequence of discrete collections of

nonempty closed subsets of a space X with ^ = {D(a,i): a G A). Let D*

= UaeA.D(a, i) for each i and D* = U¡t i D* .

If % = Ufl]% = U?Li{U(a,i): a G A¡] is the union of a sequence of
collections of open subsets of X such that D(a, i ) Q U(a, i ) for each a G A¡ and

each i, then % has an open refinement which covers D* minimally.

Proof. For each ; let U* = U„eA.U(a,i). Now define % = {V(a,i): a

G A¡) inductively by

V(a,i) =

0    if D(a,i)- UU* = 0,
j<>

U(a,i)-[(UD*) U (ß^ßeAD(ß,i))]    otherwise.

It is easy to check that ^ is a minimal open cover of D* — U,-<,- U* for each

/'. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, 'Y = UfL\cYi has a refinement which covers D*

minimally.

Construction Theorem I. Let § = \J¡L iS¡ be a weak 9-cover of a space X

with §, = {G(a, ; ): a G A¡). Now for each i > 1 andj > 1 define

P(iJ) = [x G X: ord (jc,S*) < i or ord (x,S*) = i

and 0 < ord (x,§k) < j for some k).

If G has an open refinement 'YiiJ) which covers P(i,j) minimally, then S has

an open refinement T(/j + 1) which covers P(i,j + 1) — V*ii,j) minimally.

Proof. Suppose that § has an open refinement 'Viij) which covers PiiJ)

minimally. If P(i,j + 1) — V*Q,j) = 0 there is nothing to prove. Therefore

suppose that PiiJ + 1) - V*(i,j) ¥= 0. Define

H¡ = {x G X: OTdix,Q*) < /),

% = {B: B G Ak and |5| = j + I),

Sk = {x G X: 0 < ord (x,§k) < j + I).
Now for each k and B G %k let

F(B,k) = [naSBGia,k)] n [Gt n H¡ n Sk] n [X - V*(ij)] and %
= [FiB,k): B G %).

We assert that Wk is a discrete collection of closed sets such that U"=iS¿

covers P(i,j + 1)- V*ii,j).

Let k be fixed and x G X.

(1) If ord (x,§*) < /', then x G PiiJ). Thus x G V*ii,j) which intersects

no member of &%.

(2) If ord (x,§*) > i, then X - H¡ is a neighborhood of x which intersects

no member of %k.

(3) Suppose ord ix, ê* ) = i.

Case I. If x î G*, then x belongs to exactly i other members {G* : I

= 1,2,...,/} of §*. Hence C\'i=\G* is a neighborhood of x which misses

G* n H¡ and thus misses each member of %.

Case II. Suppose x G G* .

(i) If ord ix,§k) <j + 1, then x G PiiJ) so that V*(iJ) is a neighbor-

hood of x which intersects no member of 9k.
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(ii) If ord ix,§*) >/■.+ 1, then x belongs to at least / + 2 members of §k,

say Gia¡,k) for / = 1,2,... ,j + 2. But D/=f Gi<x,,k) n Sk = 0 so x has a
neighborhood which intersects no member of Sjj.

(iii) If ord (x,êk) = j + 1, then x belongs to exactly / + 1 members of

Qk, Giahk) for / = 1, 2, ... ,j + 1. However nf=xGiahk) intersects only

FiB,k) where B = {ax,a2,.. .,aj+x).

Therefore, <5k is discrete. A similar argument shows that each member of <5k

is closed.

Now let ViB,k)he some member of §k which contains FiB,k) if FiB,k)

¥= 0 and let % = {ViB,k): B G %}.

Thus T = U,* i % and U¿L i % are sequences of collections satisfying the

hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 above. Therefore T has an open refinement

°Vii,j + X) which covers F* = U{F: F G Uj^L.1^} minimally. It is easy to

see that F* = P(iJ + 1) - V*i¡,j) so that the proof is complete.

Theorem 2.4. Every weak 9-refinable space X is irreducible.

Proof. Let %, be an open cover of X. Since X is weak 0-refinable, <?L has a

refinement § = UfL\§j satisfying properties (i)-(iii) of Definition 1.1 above.

Now define F(1,0) = 0, F(/j) as in Construction Theorem I above for

i> \,j > 1 and F(/,0) = Ufc1, U^,F(/,/) for i > 2. By induction and
Construction Theorem I, for each ; > 1 and j > 0 there exists a refinement

TO',/+ 1) of § which covers P(iJ + 1) - V*(iJ) minimally. Let F,
= U.^iFO',/) for each i. Note that each F, is closed in X. By induction and

repeated use of Theorem 2.1 above, there exists a sequence of open refine-

ments {Tj^i of % such that % is a minimal cover of F¡ — U></K*, where

Vj* = \J{V: V G %}. Since X = U" ,F,, % has an open refinement which

covers X minimally by Theorem 2.1 again. Therefore, X is irreducible.

3. Some applications. In [3] C. E. Aull introduced the notion of a distin-

guished point set and a 5f9-cover and thereby generalized a theorem of G.

Aquaro [1], The following, through Theorem 3.4, are found in [3].

Let <?L be an open cover of a topological space X.

Definition 3.1. A set M is distinguished with respect to % if for each pair

x, y G M with x ¥= y, then x G U G % => y $ U.

Lemma 3.2. For every subset M of a space X and every open (/« A') cover % of

M, there exists a maximal distinguished set with respect to % which is discrete in

%*.

Definition 3.3. A space X is called 80-refinable if every open cover X has a

refinement § = U^iö, satisfying:

(i) each 8, is an open cover of X;

(ii) for each x G X there exists an integer nix) such that ord (x, ®„ix\) < N0.

Theorem 3.4 (Aull). Every $x-compact, 80-refinable space is Lindelof.

We now consider the following modifications of Definition 3.3 above.

Definition 3.5. (1) A space X is called weak 80-refinable if every open cover

of X has a refinement § = U^iS,- satisfying:

(i) each 8,- is a collection of open subsets of X;
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(ii) for each x G X there exists an integer «(jc) such that 0 < ord (x,§„^)

< No»
(iii) [G* = U{G: G G g¿}},^i is point finite.

(2) A space X is called weak 89-refinable if every open cover of X has a

refinement S = U,9^ i §¡ satisfying (i) and (ii) above. We will naturally call such

covers described above as weak 50-covers and weak 50-covers respectively.

Remark. In (1) above the condition that "!?, covers X" is relaxed but the fact

that the "levels" {G*)'/Lx be point finite is added. For (2) this last condition is

dropped.
_

Construction Theorem II. Let S = U/* \%¡ be a weak 89-cover of an Nr

compact space X. Define for each i,

P¡ = {x G X: ord(jc,g*) < /'}.

If P¡ is covered by a countable subfamily of 6, then so is Pi+\.

Proof. Suppose that P¡ is covered by a countable subfamily 'Y = {Vi}'*Lx of

$.

Define <§¡¡+x = [B: B is a subset of the positive integers with \B\ = i + 1}

and let F(B) = (i><+1 - V*) n (r\eAC7¿) for B G %+x.
By an argument similar to that used in Construction Theorem I, %

= {FiB): B £ $,-+,} is a discrete collection of closed subsets of X. By Lemma

3.2, for each k G B, FiB) contains a maximal distinguished subset MiB,k)

with respect to %k, where MiB,k) consists of points of countable order with

respect to §k. Since X is Hx-compact, MiB,k) is countable for each k G B.

Therefore, F(B) is covered by a countable subfamily of § and hence so is F*.

Therefore, Pj+X is covered by a countable subfamily of Q.

Theorem 3.6. Let X be an ^-compact space. If X is weak 89-refinable then X

is Lindelöf.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from induction and Construction

Theorem II above.

Corollary 3.7. Let X be an Hx-compact and countably metacompact space. If

X is weak 89-refinable, then X is metacompact and hence irreducible.

It is now natrual to ask whether Theorem 3.6, and hence Corollary 3.7, is

true for the class of weak ô(?-refinable spaces. If so, this would provide a result

analogous to that of Worrell and Wicke [12] which states that countably

compact, weak OÖ-refinable spaces are compact.

This problem seems to be rather difficult; however, the techniques used

above will apply if the countably metacompactness condition is strengthened

to perfect.

Definition 3.8. A space X is perfect if every closed subset of A is a G5-set.

Remark. Bennett and Lutzer [4] have shown that perfect weak 0-refinable

spaces are subparacompact and hence irruducible. It is not known whether a

perfect, weak ôfl-refinable space is subparacompact or even ö-refinable. Thus

it is an open question whether or not perfect, weak 50-refinable spaces are

irreducible. In the presence of t<x-compactness however, the situation is much

nicer.
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Theorem 3.9. Let X be a perfect, Hx-compact space. Then every weak 89-cover

of X has a countable subcover. '

Proof. Let § = U^ife?, be a weak <5#-cover of X. Since X is perfect, for

each G* = U{G: G G S¡) there exists a sequence of closed sets {F(i,j)}j*Lx
such that §* = UjZiFQjj,

If § does not have a countable subcover, then there exists some i0 and j0

such that no countable subfamily of §¡ covers F(i0,j0). This is a contradiction,

however, since S, is a point countable open cover of the Nj -compact space

FOqj'o). Therefore § must have a countable subcover.

Theorem 3.10. Every perfect, Hx-compact weak 80-refinable space is hereditar-

ily Lindelof.

Proof. It is easy to show that for perfect spaces, the properties of N,-

compactness and weak <5#-refinability are hereditary. The result now follows

by Theorem 3.9 above.

Corollary 3.11. Every perfect, Hx-compact weak 80-refinable space is irreduc-

ible.

4. Some problems. A number of new problems have arisen from the previous

investigations. These are listed here for the benefit of the reader.

Problem 1. Is every <5#-refinable space, weak Sö-refinable? The author [11]

has shown that 0-refinable spaces are weak 0-refinable. An affirmative answer

here would generalize Aull's result.

Problem 2. What properties do perfect, weak oö-refinable spaces possess?

In particular, is every perfect, weak (5#-refinable space weak <5#-refinable?

Problem 3. Can the condition of being perfect in Theorem 3.9 above be

weakened to countably metacompactness?

Problem 4. What conditions in the above results can be dropped if X is

normal?

Problem 5. Are countably metacompact, weak 0-refinable spaces irreduci-

ble?
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